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DISTRIBUTION
THEMA NORTHERN EUROPE
The natural expansion of a number of synergies over the past few years, THEMA is pleased to announce IBSBM’s
arrival and integration, demonstrated by in its renaming: THEMA Northern Europe thus becomes THEMA’s fifth
subsidiary.
This operation allows THEMA to strengthen its presence as well as its commercial rollout in Belgium, Luxembourg,
and the Netherlands, as well as in Nordic and German-speaking countries.

FRANCE
Subscribers to French operator Bouygues Telecom will
now have access to Level 1 of the Bouquet Maghreb,
and access to the Bouquet Turk’s channels starting in
January.

WORLD
THEMA RUS team is proud to announce three launches
in Kazakhstan!
Three premium 4K channel distributed by THEMA RUS
are now available for Kazakh telecom subscribers: art
channel Museum 4K, wildlife platform Love Nature
4K, and MyZen 4K, an international lifestyle channel
offering premium content.

Vixen TV channel is now available via Skylink, Canal
Digitaal and TV Vlaanderen.

EUROPE
THEMA is developing its activities across various
territories with the arrival of 2 new agents in our
EMEA zone: Altinsay (Turkey) and Esepe (Greece).

iConcerts, DJazz and MyZen TV were launched via
Hungary’s Parisat.

Now, subscribers to Moldcell operator will have
access to Cmusic and MyZen TV in Moldavia.
The iConcerts and Mezzo channels are now available
with 4NET.TV in the Czech Republic.

In Bulgaria:
• Channels iConcerts, DJazz, and Antena 3 have
been launched with operator Bulsatcom.
• Love Nature HD is now available via Silistra
Telecom Solutions LTD and Kivi TV Limited.
• Love Nature 4K has been launched at Msat.
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In Iceland, MyZen TV and iConcerts are available
with the operator Kapalsjonvarp.

Subscribers to Estonia’s Apollo TV will now have
access to Museum TV, MyZen TV, Luxe TV, Stingray
Djazz, Classica, Cmusic, and iConcerts TV channels.

HIGHLIGHTS
MAGHREB VOD, the
VOD platform of Le
Bouquet Maghreb, is
extending its catalog with a youth section offering
fun cartoons. It’s a great opportunity for everyone to
discover kid’s icons from Northern Africa! The VOD
service now offers hundreds of comedies, dramas,
action films, and other entertainment programs.

On January 18th, the
Nollywood TV channel
underwent some changes.
Sporting a fresh look with
a new logo and layout
design, a new atmosphere
featuring new sound design,
and even a new website:
www.nollywoodtv.fr !
It is a refreshing and modern look for the channels
as their graphic design existed since the creation of
Nollywood TV in 2012.
Everything is changing, but you will continue to enjoy
the best access to Nollywood’s series, blockbusters
biggest stars, new and old, on Nollywood TV!

Catalina’s saga comes to an
end!
Catalina’s first season aired in 2018, and since then
it’s kept fans in suspense season after season. Since
February 9th, Novelas TV viewers have access to the
series’ final season. Find out how it will end between
Catalina and “la Diabla”!

➢AFRICASCOPE 2020 STUDY
• Novelas TV remains a leader in a combined
survey of 8 countries, with 11.4% audience share.
It’s also number 1 in 5 of the 8 countries studied:
Cameroon, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon, and
Democratic Republic of Congo.
• The Nollywood package (Nollywood
TV+Nollywood TV Epic) takes second place in
the eight surveyed countries combined: Burkina
Faso, Cameroon, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon,
Mali, Democratic Republic of Congo, and
Senegal.
• In Senegal, Sunu Yeuf TV channel enters into
the top 10 most-watched channels, with 2.9%
audience share (+2.5 since launch).
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Ojukwu, one of 2020’s major
successes on Nollywood TV,
is back for a new season!
Since January 25th viewers have been following
the fate of Urenma (Mary Njoku), Agu (Sambasa
Nzeribe), Weruche (Charity Onah), Aku (Francis duru)
and all the people of Ojukwu with bated breath.
Catch seasons 3 and 4 of this epic series!

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGNS & PARTNERSHIPS
MYZEN TV, CHANNEL OF THE MONTH IN THE NETHERLANDS
In February, operator Online.nl began offering the channel MyZen TV to its subscribers for free,
bringing viewers a wide choice of yoga exercises, practical advice, and meditation sessions to help
practice self-care!

In Canada, the websites Jeux.
ca and Pèse sur Start backed
the ES1 e-sport channel. In
honor of the channel’s first
year in Quebec, a contest was
organized on Facebook. The
winner won a complete gaming
kit (with a wireless headset,
keyboard, etc.).

The French CCI in Canada and La Presse+ announced the rollout of the M6 International
channel in Quebec, on their platforms. The news was also relayed on various Facebook groups
for French expatriates.
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Following the announcement of
the M6 International rollout
in Canada and Dubai, THEMA’s
teams set up a digital campaign
to promote the channel to Frenchspeaking living in these regions.

The last few months, Canadian websites
La Presse+, L’Actualité, Quebec Science
and Le Devoir have showcased the
programming for channels Planète+
and StudioCanal.

Novelas TV has the perfect
romantic cocktail for you
to enjoy! The channel is
launching a special promo
for Valentine’s Day so that
we never forget that, with
Novelas TV, our hearts beat
faster!

To celebrate the lover’s
day, the teams behind the
Cuisines TV channel brought
us a special Valentine’s Day
menu, in partnership with the
cook and influencer IBA!
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This year, THEMA CANADA is an official
partner of the Union Française. This is
an opportunity to promote the channels
distributed by the THEMA subsidiary all
year round, thanks to the Union Française’s
communication platforms and social
networks.

MARKETING ACTIONS

A complete redesign of Le Bouquet Maghreb website was arranged by THEMA
teams, on the occasion of our big contest.
For the very first time, Le Bouquet Maghreb’s teams organized a contest featuring
amazing prizes: a car, a 2 person trip to Dubaï, a 4K LED TV, and many others!
Every person who subscribes to Le Bouquet Maghreb between March 31st and July 1st
can participate, with sign-up on the event’s landing page.
Le Bouquet Maghreb’s teams have set up a vast media strategy combining radio and
digital actions. This will result in the broadcast of 400 radio spots, providing around 10
million impressions that will help promote this unique service.

In their January-February 2021 edition, Gazelle
magazine spotlights the new Turkish series available
on MAGHREB VOD, the VOD offer included in Le
Bouquet Maghreb+.

From January 11th to February 11th, SFR, a French operator, offered a promotion on Le Bouquet Africain and Le
Bouquet Turk. The first month of subscription to the packages cost a single euro.
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As part of a promotion on Mezzo Live HD in December and January in Hong Kong and Taiwan,
the channel was highlighted in the Hong Kong Economic Journal, Sunday Ming Pao Newspaper,
Hong Kong Dance Magazine, and mentioned on Classical Taiwan 997 radio.
In partnership with the channel, Taiwanese operator Elta proposed a contest to its subscribers, who were invited
to enter to win a speaker and sound-board with which to better enjoy Mezzo Live HD’s programs.

Sharing music, arts, culture.

Alexandre Bac - Managing Director Asia-Pacific - alexandre.bac@thematv.com
Philippe Rouxel - EVP Distribution - philippe.rouxel@thematv.com

www.thematv.asia

In partnership with the channel Insight TV, the Greek
operator Nova proposed a contest on its website!

Museum TV, Mezzo Live HD and Héritage 4K,
distributed by THEMA ASIA PACIFIC, were featured
in the latest edition of Content Asia.

On February 7, Love Nature 4K aired the documentary Around the Wildfires. Filmed a year
after disaster, the film tackles the forest fires that ravaged Australia in 2019, focusing on the
animals that fought for their survival and the people who dedicated themselves to saving them.
The information was relayed on the Around the World website and on the Russian social networks Telegram and
Vkontakte. Rostelecom and Kazakhtelecom operators have also promoted this broadcast on their platforms.
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PRESS REVIEW

CONFERENCE
At the occasion of « Medialogistika Days » organized the February 17th and
18th, Ekaterina Yakushenko, Sales Director of THEMA RUS, showcased
the importance of 4K and HD content nowadays on the example of the
channels distributed by our Moscow subsidiary.
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